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CURRICULUM POLICY
The Trust’s aims are to ensure that all children within our schools gain a first rate education,
develop the skills necessary for the next stage in their lives and are equipped with the personal
values and attributes that will make them successful in a fast changing world.
The Trust is committed to ensuring that each child can meet its potential. It expects that all
schools in the Trust will work to develop the whole child, with a curriculum that not only ensures
all national expectations are achieved, but also enables the child to take its place as a useful and
fulfilled member of society. The Trust recognises that each school works in differing
communities and with different cohorts of children; the individual school is best placed to design
its curriculum intent, implementation and assess its curriculum impact on its cohort.
The Trust expects that each school and its local governing body will write, maintain and use
appropriate statements of Intent, implementation and impact and together with procedures to
continually develop a curriculum that has a positive impact on children.
Links to other policies – Special Educational and Disability Needs, Anti-Bullying, Behaviour and
Discipline, Relationships and Sex education and Equalities.
Diversity (equality) impact assessment.
Monitoring arrangements – LOCAL GOVERNING BODY. The LOCAL GOVERNING BODY will
regularly monitor and evaluate the impact of the school’s documents and procedures in raising
the achievement and improving the progress of the children, in line with government and other
guidelines. The LOCAL GOVERNING BODY will also seek evidence of the impact of the wider
curriculum in children’s spiritual, moral, social and cultural development.
Risk Assessment
Area
Child protection
Financial
Achievement and
Attainment
Business continuity
Other

Risk

Managed by Procedure

Fewer children, reduction in revenue
funding
Poor outcomes for achievement and
attainment
Reputation if A&A are poor – fewer children

All
All
All

Date of Trustee approval:

September 2021

Review arrangements including date of review:

September 20212
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School Procedures/Actions
Published Curriculum on Schools website.
School procedures
Use of pupil premium
Curriculum accessibility plan
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